
 

Title: 7 Best Air Conditioners to Consider Buying This Summer 
 
Portable ACs have been in huge demand this summer. The variety of options available in the market 
has made it tough for people to make the final choice. And with the kind of modern functionality, 
every device incorporates, the struggle to choose one becomes real. However, with the launch of super 
innovative high tech wearable air conditioning devices by brands like Blaux, the journey to select the 
final one has eased significantly. Blaux portable and wearable air conditioners are by far the most 
praised products in this segment. 
 
Have you been reading numerous reviews to decide the best air conditioner for this extremely hot and 
humid temperature? Look no further; this comprehensive review is based on the products' most 
desired features and the most common customer questions about using personal air conditioning 
units. Below listed are the factors which have been considered before labeling these as the most 
preferred personal cooling units : 
 
Value for money 
You are getting the most out of the amount that you pay leads to ultimate product satisfaction. These 
products are picked from a wide variety to best suit this requirement. 
 
Humidification : 
Most of the personal air conditioners promise amazing cooling experience, but a very few like Blaux 
also assure releasing moisture whilst cooling the air.  
 
Noise : 
An important reason to switch from conventional large room/window air conditioners was noise. 
Portable ACs keep this issue away. In fact, the portable air conditioning unit from Blaux operates at a 
mere 40 dB. 
 
Air Filtration : 
Yet another feature that personal air cooling devices are equipped with is the ability to eliminate germs 
and throw out clean air for you to breathe in. 
 
Cooling Rate : 
While most of the portable devices offer proper cooling, the wearable unit from Blaux is one device 
that assures an air movement rate of 1.9 cubic feet per minute, which is remarkably higher output 
when compared to its counterparts. 
 
Ease of Use & Maintenance : 
Devices that require less effort and work well are always preferred. What also matters, since it is 
something you wear or carry along, is the unit's structure and look. Blaux has an excellent range, which 
makes it worthy of being carried along wherever you go. 
 
Battery Life : 
A device that offers cooling but doesn't run for more than a few hours is somewhere disappointing. 
Therefore a good battery life is vital to choosing the right device.  



 

 
 
Basis the above-deciding factors we have culled a list of 7 best air conditioners, and we believe that 
going through this quick read will make your process of finding the best AC a fruitful one : 
 

1. Blaux Portable AC - - $125 per unit 
● This Hong Kong-based brand offers a portable cooling unit that also works as a humidifier to 

prevent dryness and as a filter to eliminate harmful germs by providing clean air.  
● It is easily portable and completely adjustable on account of its lightweight, elegant style and 

compact cube-like structure.  
● The device runs at three different speeds; you can choose the one that suits your surrounding 

environment and runs for around 8 to 10 hours. 
● It also operates at a very low noise level of around 40 dB 

 
You can Buy Blaux Portable AC here.  
Offer Price - Buy two units for $250, 3 units for @281 and four units for $343 
 

2. Blaux Wearable AC - - $69.99 per unit 
● It is an air cooler and air filter which is specially designed to fit on one's neck comfortably 
● The strap is adjustable and can be used by people of all age groups, from kids to adults. 
● The fan mechanism of this device prevents hair or clothing from getting stuck in it. 
● It has a 30 hour run time at low speed by one cycle of charging 
● It also lets the user choose between the three speeds it offers. 

 
You can Buy Blaux Wearable AC here. 
Offer Price: Buy two units for $140, 3 units for @157 and four units for $192 
 

3. AirFreez Air Cooler - - $90 per unit 
● The AirFreez Air Cooler is suited to personalize the air around you.  
● Once it captures the air around you, it undergoes a two-step process to humidify, filter the air 

and then release cool air. 
● It is small in size and can be placed in compact spaces as well 

 
You can buy AirFreez Air Cooler here. 
 

4. Coolwind - - $140 per unit 
● Cool wind is the perfect desktop partner to maximize air control 
● Its has a compact design and can be carried along easily 
● It has a large capacity water tank and releases cool air on the press of a button 
● It has a battery life of close to 8 hours when fully charged. 
● It is lightweight and can be used without a cord. 

 
You can buy Coolwind here. 
 

5. CoolAir - - $90 per unit 

https://www.buyblaux.com/en/pre-miniac.html?loader=1&fomo=1&Affid=3891&s1=&s2=&s3=&s4=2437&s5=2dfce567ede143178906187ffb3937d9&domain1=www.frstbte.com&network_id=69
https://www.buyblaux.com/en/index-ac.html?loader=1&fomo=1&Affid=3891&s1=&s2=&s3=&s4=2380&s5=931b0a7bf75143d985b6fb35dec06541&domain1=www.frstbte.com&network_id=69
https://www.airfreezofficial.com/
https://coolwindshop.com/?widipub_id=5e58af83ef2864043e350343&wtrd_offer_id=5cd55e86ef286473d67d4317&wtrd_offer_lids%5B%5D=5cd55ee9ef2864740645e934&widipub_custom1=APN


 

● CoolAir provide breezy and windy airflow wherever you go 
● It is described as a four in one air cooler. Not only does it cool, purity and humidify the air but 

also uplifts the user's mood with its embedded LED lights 
● The device has a battery life of 8 hours post complete recharge and is also lightweight 
● It's noise level, though, is on a higher side as it operates at 58 dB 

 
You can buy CoolAir here. 
 

6. Fresh-R - - $90 
● Fresh-R is a personal space cooler that also humidifies and purifies the air. 
● Compact in design, easy to carry due to its lightweight and effortlessly portable 
● It has a built-in thermostat control and can cover large cooling areas. 

 
You can buy Fresh-R here. 
 

7. UV Cooler - - $90 
● UC Cooler is a mini portable cooling unit with Ultraviolet Light Sterilization 
● It is sleek in design and an ice-based system, which enables it to release cool air instantly. 
● The device is designed specifically to cool and purify the area where it is placed and run for an 

entire day. 
 
You can buy a UV Cooler here. 
 
Portable air conditioners have notably changed the way people handle the heat. The habit of moving 
to a cold environment has now shifted to carrying along with a unit that keeps the environment cold. 
The overpriced large air cooling systems, which were the only resort to do away with unbearable heat, 
are slowly losing their consumers.  
 
Innovation and modern solutions have made it easy for people to go out for a sunny morning run 
rather than staying indoor for a treadmill run. Finding out newer reasons to cancel plans has been 
sorted because now you can carry or wear a personal air cooler with yourself. And choosing the right 
one is the easiest as brands like Blaux offer the best products in the market. 
 
 

https://hyperstech.com/coolair/order.php?net=7502&sid=APN
https://hypertechx.com/ps/freshr/index.php?net=7502&sid=APN
https://uvcoolershop.com/?widipub_id=5e58af83ef2864043e350343&wtrd_offer_id=5ed67e3e824e0b59e570f103&wtrd_offer_lids%5B%5D=5ed67e7098442f184e377e35&widipub_custom1=APN

